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Marisa Peer has been a leading therapist for over 25 years; she has a wide experience and a reputation for achieving stellar results in a
short time frame. She has a client list that includes international superstars, CEOs, Royalty, and Olympic athletes. There are few female
speakers today who can claim the wide expertise and profound audience reach of Marisa Peer. With nearly three decades of work as a
therapist behind her - helping rock stars, royalty, Olympians, and leading CEOs overcome phobias, addiction, childhood traumas, and
relationship problems - Marisa has an unparalleled ability to connect with each of her audience members on an individual level.
"Marisa was the best speaker we have ever had. Period." Mastermind Agency

In detail

Languages

Her accolades include being listed in Tatler's Guide to Britain's

She presents in English.

250 Best Practitioners, being the only woman included in Men's
Health's "Best of British" list, and listed as the leading practitioner

Want to know more?

for mental health in London's Time Out Guide. Her bestselling

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what she

books have been translated into Swedish, German, Icelandic, and

could bring to your event.

Korean, with her 'Ultimate Confidence' title being used as a core
curriculum component in the Korean education system. Marisa

How to book her?

has huge credibility and an ability to mix business acumen with

Simply phone or e-mail us.

emotional well-being which makes her a sought after speaker in
the corporate world.

Publications

What she offers you

2014

Marisa engages audiences by bringing her one-of-a-kind therapy
techniques to the podium. In her talks she captivates the
audiences as she gives instantly implementable and life changing

You Can Be Younger: Use the Power of Your Mind to Look and Feel
Younger in 10 Simple Steps
2012
Trying To Get Pregnant (And Succeeding)

tips on self-esteem and confidence.

2009

How she presents

Ultimate Confidence: The Secrets to Feeling Great About Yourself Every

Maria is an authentic, amusing and engaging storyteller. Her style

Day

is open and warm she gets to the point immediately, while making

2008

sure her message is backed up with fascinating stories so they

You Can Be Thin: The Ultimate Programme to End Dieting... Forever

are memorable. Marisa likes to say she is a fan of "simple, small
steps that have dramatic results".

Topics
How To Be A Natural Leader
Mastermind your life in 9 Easy Steps
You can be Younger (in 10 days)
The 4 Habits of Success
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